
Email handling time

reduction

24%
Chat handling time

reduction

52%

A strong focus on delivering a
"hassle free travel" customer
experience
Challenges in dealing with the
fallout of Coronavirus
Busy peak seasons with spikes
in contact
A desire to reduce operational
costs without sacrificing quality
A complex mix of contact
reasons to handle
A data-driven culture and a
desire to use customer service
data as a competitive
advantage

Holiday Extras have:

H O L I D A Y  E X T R A S
A  C U S T O M E R  S T O R Y

Holiday Extras are the UK market leader in travel extras,
providing services for over seven million travellers a year.
Core offerings include airport hotels, airport parking,
airport lounges, rail and coach, destination car hire and
holiday insurance. Holiday Extras place a very strong
emphasis on customer experience despite facing
challenges in dealing with the fallout of Coronavirus.

EdgeTier's technology delivered huge gains in productivity and customer understanding in Holiday
Extras, allowing them to manage customer service costs as well as better understand their customers
and their team performance. Handling time reductions were calculated based on the same team for
the two months prior to using EdgeTier Vs the first two months with EdgeTier technology. 

WHY?Who?

Impact?

“EdgeTier have
allowed us to reach

new levels of
customer

experience”
Ian Copley - 

Director of Operations
Holiday Extras
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EdgeTier deployed AI-assisted email and chat
technology into Holiday Extras' customer care
team.  EdgeTier's technology analyses and
understands customer queries, while seamlessly
assisting customer care agents with AI and
automation that works on their behalf. EdgeTier's
AI guides agents through the process of
responding to customer queries, while ensuring
the high-quality human touch is retained. This
approach of assisting agents reduces handling
times significantly while also increasing the quality
of response. 

Technology Delivered

HOW?

From initial meetings through to full go-live,
EdgeTier and Holiday Extras worked extremely
closely together. 
EdgeTier analysed historic contacts and existing
query handling processes to determine the
optimal points to inject AI and automation into
the customer care team. EdgeTier also integrated
with Holiday Extras APIs in order to deflect
contacts where possible as well as assist agents
when dealing with complex queries.

Collaborative Approach

Both EdgeTier and Holiday extras advocate a data-
first approach to customer care and view the
intelligent use of data as a key differentiator. 
As well as using EdgeTier's dashboards, Holiday
Extras directly integrated with a dedicated
EdgeTier database to perform a detailed analysis
of performance and of customer contacts. 
EdgeTier also deployed their 'WatchTower'
functionality to automatically analyse customer
queries and report on ususual patters in customer
contacts (e.g. a spike in contacts about 'website
issues'). 

Data-First Customer Care

“The real-time alerts
from WatchTower have
allowed us to get ahead

of customer issues. 
EdgeTier have brought
us to new levels of data

visibility”
Luke Silcocks - 

Commercial Finance
Business Partner


